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The Objective of the Special Women’s Month Edition Newsletter 
is to provide a platform to amplify the voices of Women Planners 
in response to how South Africa is dealing with Economic Recovery 
and Job Creation / Security post the current pandemic. It is also a call 
to action for Planners in their profession to take their rightful place 
in charting lasting solutions in response to the built environment 
challenges made bare during these times of the COVID-19 pandemic 
specifically through the lens of a women.

The freedom to work – by choice, in conditions of dignity, safety 
and fairness – is integral to human welfare. Closing gender gaps in 
the labour force is not just good for women and their households, 
but for the global economy as a whole. What are the persisting socio-
economic barriers that keep women out of the workforce?

The lack of safe and accessible transportation is one of the most 
challenging factors for the small percentage of women who report 
being affected by this. How can Planners ensure safer public transport 
to ensure that the job-household role can be fulfilled? 
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Introduction to SACPLAN Women 
Planners Forum ...Click to read
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Does Government interventions support women-empowered companies, industry and business?

Women and youth represent the most vulnerable groups on the continent — a vulnerability that was 
prevalent prior to the pandemic. In South Africa, 75% of women have been without work for more than a year 
(M&G Article – April 2021). How was the Planning industry affected and how will this affect those completing 
academic qualifications? Suggestions of virtual internships? How do students gain experience in the field of 
planning and secure a future job?

During times of crisis women become the safety net in households. Many women are employed in domestic 
work and job losses in this sector during strict lockdown added greater unpaid workloads to women. How can 
Planners assist in closing this unemployment gap? Should women be at the centre of governance and policy 
making?

A Questionnaire was developed to solicit inputs from women planners across South Africa.

We asked women planners to provide a short comment or quote on how they experienced economic 
recovery and job impact over the last year. We also asked how SACPLAN can play a role in addressing economic 
recovery and job impact.

Across the board, both women and men report that the biggest barrier for women in paid work is the 
struggle to balance it with family responsibilities. Women planners were requested to indicate if they were 
required to play a duel role at work and home during the lockdown period (e.g. Professional and Mother/
teacher).

Women planners were also requested to indicate what are the persisting socio-economic barriers that 
keep women out of the workforce?

We further asked if the work-family-balance is being promoted? 

We highlighted above that the lack of safe and accessible transportation is one of the most challenging 
factors for a number of women. Women planners were requested to indicate how can Planners ensure safer 
public transport to ensure that the job-household role can be fulfilled?

In this Special Edition of the newsletter you will then also read what type of Government interventions 
support women would like to see for women-empowered companies, industry and business. 

According to Ntombi Mhangwani, Experience Architect & Lead Women’s 
Forum at Accenture Interactive Africa, "the impact of COVID-19 will continue 

to allow societies to be less equal, more divided and poorer if they are left 
unattended. It is therefore important to recognise women as equal partners 

and key actors in the economy, and in the process increase the possibilities for a 
quicker socio-economic recovery."
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Happy 
Women’s Month 

to all the Incredible 
Women!

From SACPLAN Women Planners Forum

YOUR COUNCIL

message from your council

THE SACPLAN WOMEN  
PLANNERS FORUM 

The Planning Profession Act, 2002 (PPA) mandates SACPLAN to, inter alia, transform planning teaching 
and practice. As part of the transformation process SACPLAN established a SACPLAN Women Planners Forum.

The SACPLAN Women Planners Forum is established to support and guide policy frameworks of 
government by translating key development directives into tangible projects benefiting women in both rural 
and urban areas. The SACPLAN Women Planners Forum seeks to ensure that Cabinet and all departments in 
the three spheres of government commit to improving the welfare of women and children. Furthermore, the 
SACPLAN Women Planners Forum seeks to promote the culture of continuous learning.  Education is key as it 
opens one’s mind to the work of endless possibilities and promotes a culture of self-worth and independence. 
Women planners must ensure that women understand that they are an indispensable structure of any striving 
community, thus women must act as such without fear of oppression.

The SACPLAN Women Planners Forum represents courage, strength, love, commitment, hope, and 
confidence that South Africa is a country committed to developing women as equals in the planning 
profession. The SACPLAN Women Planners Forum will provide a platform where women planners can engage 
and find support.
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SPOTLIGHT

economic recovery and job impact
Women Planners were requested to provide a short comment or quote of how 
they experienced economic recovery and job impact of the last year.

Although various comments were provided, the majority of the quotes received fell within the following 
four categories:

Economic development: Overall the experience 
with regard to economic development is not 
very positive

“The recovery has been very slow and the impact thereof 
on jobs continues to linger with many women having 
been significantly negatively impacted. It will take some 
time for the country as a whole to recover but what is 
missing is a conversation on what recovery should 
look like. A return to "normal" should not be the goal 
because if we have learnt anything in the past year is 
that many more households than we had imagined live 
in precarious conditions.”

“Regressing - the economic opportunities continually 
decrease rather than increase thereby making it 
extremely difficult (almost impossible) for a majority of 
the economically inactive citizens to participate. Mostly, 
in my view the already stretched and limited existing 
economic opportunities benefit the select few.”

Personal Stories: Overall, comments about 
the personal impact of the economy and 
Covid have been negative in nature

“I had to take a 20% reduction in salary for a year. The 
salary has gone back to what it was now, but I had to 
take a personal loan to cover the costs. The outstanding 
amount has not been repaid. There was a huge reduction 
in government tenders and spending on infrastructure 
during the pandemic. This has recovered a bit, but is still 
nowhere what it was pre- covid. This has a huge impact 
on small businesses.”

“Was already unemployed so the pandemic didn't 
change anything for me.”

“Working in a different field completely.”

Government: Mixed perception exist about 
the quality of municipal performance 
during this time

“I am working in local government and although my job 
has not been impacted, I must say that I am surprised with 
the amount of applications received and development 
happening amid the covid crisis. Our department only 
closed for the initial 5 weeks and managed to continue 
working since, adhering to protocols and running an 
online submission process as far as possible.”

“Economic recovery is slow, due to political instability on 
a national and municipal level. The municipal officials 
whom are supposed to create an enabling environment 
for economic development, are constantly isolating, 
working from home (not working), or sick, or has been 
in contact, with full salaries....no motivation to do 
their work diligently.....huge backlogs in processing 
land development applications, and huge backlogs 
in decision making have a detrimental impact on 
economic recovery.”

Planning Profession: The Planning Profession 
has been struggling with various planners 
commenting on the scarcity of planning jobs

“We've seen a lot of private firms closing down and 
scaling down due to economic pressure resulting in more 
job loss and no vacancies in town planning.”

“It has been a difficult year and people have shown 
minimum interest & compliance on the importance of 
planning practice in small towns due to significant costs 
attached to development applications. Members of the 
public are not seeing the value attached to planning 
matters (local government level) and would rather 
spend their hard earned money elsewhere, even if means 
developing illegally.”

"Although it has been a tough time in the industry and 
especially for developers it seems if things are picking up 
and there are many developers who are proceeding with 
development."

1
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How can SACPLAN play a role in addressing economic recovery and job 
impact?

The majority of comments fell into two main categories: (1) Work Reservation and (2) Education, 
Training and Employment

WORK RESERVATION
"It would be great if SACPLAN could enforce rules 
ensuring job security for Town planners in all sectors, 
thus less competition with other specialists for 
planning work."

"It is now compulsory to be a registered planner 
in order to submit applications in Ekurhuleni. This 
should be changed in all municipalities."

"Furthermore you have yet to elevate the importance 
of planning in local government, despite SPLUMA, 
people who do not have planning qualifications are 
still thriving in planning posts."

"SACPLAN needs to first ensure that planning jobs are 
secured for those who have trained as planners. But 
also, SACPLAN must highlight the coordinating role 
that planners could play during the recovery process."

"Connect us to potential employers and protect the 
work of Town planners to ensure that it’s not done by 
non town planners."

"Get the Rules published and hold Municipalities 
accountable. Furthermore to assist Professional 
Planners by way of ensuring Job reservation is 
implemented on all levels, Local and Metropolitan 
Municipalities simply disregard same. SACPLAN need 
to ensure this matter to be addressed as this will 
secure economic recovery and job creation."

"Job reservation for certain application criteria to 
ensure the continuation of the planning profession 
and the sustainability of development in a well 
thought out manner."

"Ensuring government work requires that town 
planning work be performed by registered town 
planners."

EDUCATION, TRAINING 
& EMPLOYMENT
"SACPLAN should emphasize a way for companies and 
Government Departments to absorb all candidates 
taken through internship programs so as to provide 
job security and derive conditions wherein it becomes 
mandatory that when one is absorbed they need to 
further their studies within their field through post- 
graduate bursaries which can also be created."

"Where possible, offer support to as many planners 
as is possible (coaching, mentoring) especially the 
unemployed or those who just left school as a start 
up for them to acquire the necessary and sought 
experience."

"Ensure that planners in training can work as trainees 
at municipalities to gain experience and assist with 
the lack in administrative capacity. Applications are 
not processed because of a lack of people to assist with 
registration, capturing information, printing zoning 
certificates etc. These are aspects that trainees can 
help with and will learn from. As long as applications 
are not processed, development cannot happen."

"Motivate for funding from government for the scarce 
skills categories for further development and upkeep 
with latest development trends/innovations."

"More free online seminars to build up required points. 
Most important: training for municipal planners on 
streamlining applications in order to get approvals 
quicker."

"Build stronger networking platforms e.g. a place 
where employment opportunities and planner 
profiles can be safely accessed by members."

"Provision of bursaries to students who need to enroll 
at universities."
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SPOTLIGHT

employment and covid

Are you currently employed?

82,7% 17,3%

Were you required to play a duel 
role at work and home during the 
lockdown period (Professional and 
mother/teacher)?

During the Covid-19 period have 
you been:

Yes No
Working from home on a full-time basis?

Working from home on a part-time basis?

Working from an office on a full-time basis?

43% 41,7% 14,6%

73,1% 28,9%

Yes No

Is virtual working/learning a viable 
solution for the future?

41,5%

30,2%

17%
9,4%

1,9%

“Economic growth cannot be realised 
without the inclusion and active 

participation of women,” - President 
Ramaphosa (Oct 2020)

“Empowering women economically 
can lift entire families and communities 

out of poverty.” - USAID

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree
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14,6%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

SPOTLIGHT

women in the workforce

The freedom to work – by choice, in conditions of dignity, safety and fairness – is 
integral to human welfare. Closing gender gaps in the labour force is not just good 
for women and their households, but for the global economy as a whole. In your 
opinion, what are the persisting socio-economic barriers that keep women out of 
the workforce?

Across the board, both women and 
men report that the biggest barrier for 
women in paid work is the struggle to 
balance it with family responsibilities. 
Is the work-family-balance being 
promoted?

34,6%

25%

23,1%

11,5%

5,8%

"The societal expectation that women should mother 
like thy do not work, and work like they don't raise 
children. This is an unrealistic expectation, and having 
these dual roles sets most women back."

"Freedom to be part of the workforce should include 
freedom to choose whether you are part of the 
workforce at home, out in industry or both. It's not 
freedom if there's no remuneration options for both. 
It’s not freedom if one is compelled to do both because 
one of the options that limits a woman financially. All 
options should be financially viable for women - that 
will be true freedom to work. Solution vibes (closer to 
probable SA reality) .... One can commit to ways of 
earning an income from home. In balancing earning 
an income and being present with family, working 
from home can be a sweet spot, provided there is 
sufficient support. This is particularly important for 
women who value being a present mother and spouse 
in the home."

"Married men in the workplace are very supportive 
and understanding as far as family responsibilities are 
concerned and are very accommodating."

"Patriarchy both in the home and in the work place 
is a barrier for many women. It often translates into 
the care burden being disproportionately placed 
on women but this is not recognised in work places 
which often require employees to work late into the 
day and/or even weekends to keep up with increasing 
workloads. This isn't possible firstly because it has a 
negative impact on mental health but the demands 
at home can only be met after work hours and further 
more from a safety perspective its not safe for women 
travel very early or very late in the day."

"I believe that tremendous strides have been made in 
recent years to allow women to enter the workforce and 
also have a family and children. The problem however 
lies in the education of girls and access to technology, 
educational facilities and opportunities, especially 
within rural areas. The socio-economic conditions of 
the majority of children in South Africa will not allow 
them to have access to gainful employment, simply 
because they will be trapped in their circumstances 
with little or no chance of escaping."
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SPOTLIGHT

women and governance

Does Government interventions 
support women-empowered 
companies, industry and business?

52,8% 47,2%
Yes No

Are women at the center of 
government and policy making?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

39,6% 39,6%

9,4% 7,5% 3,9%

What type of Government 
interventions support would you 
like to see for women-empowered 
companies, industry and business?

Although various comments were received, the 
majority of the answers fell within the following 
categories:

Tax Incentives and Benefits
"Incentives and Tax rebates from Government will 
force interventions where companies need to take 

woman- empowerment seriously in companies, industry 
and business."

"Company tax incentive when more than 50% staff in 
management is women."

"Salary Benefits: Housing Allowance, School Fees 
Allowance, After care Allowance, Transport Allowance, 
Single mother Allowance for each child - all these at 
cost to companies and industry. All this will relieve 
women's stress and contribute to a more motivated and 
productive women workforce. Appropriate Allowance 
can provided for non-mothers who may be playing a 
motherly/bread winner role."

1

Education and Mentoring
"Mentoring and grooming of women while they are 
in tertiary education. Funding and sponsorship."

"Prioritizing such companies for funding, training, 
capacity building, networking."

"Courses for running a business, programs to assist with 
capital loans for business growth"

3

Procurement
"More opportunities should be set aside 
especially for women owned companies and their 

employees."

"The government can ensure that women-empowered 
companies are given priority during the tender awarding 
processes."

"In addition to government procurement, possibly some 
form of guarantees for loans from commercial banks 
for women-owned enterprises and a support for small/ 
micro loans to women."

2
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SPOTLIGHT

women and planning
The lack of safe and accessible transportation is one of the most challenging factors 
for the small percentage of women who report being affected by this. How can 
Planners ensure safer public transport to ensure that job-household role can be 
fulfilled?

The majority of comments fell into two main categories: (1) Transit Orientated Development and (2) 
Governance

TRANSIT ORIENTATED 
DEVELOPMENT
"By building safe and livable communities with a 
greater mix of affordable housing throughout the city 
which could reduce the need for commuting."

"Planning and policy development for transport 
orientated development. Incentives for higher density 
development near transport nodes."

"In Gauteng and the City of Tshwane, we have seen 
the successful implementation of the Gautrain and A 
Re Yeng Bus system. These public transport systems 
are deemed safe and reliable and are used by persons 
from various income levels. It is not possible for 
Planners to ensure safety in public transport, as this 
is a function of the police, traffic laws, bus companies, 
taxi associations etc. It is however possible to reshape 
the City. To create residential and employment 
facilities in close proximity to each other, to reduce 
travelling distances. Moreover, it is possible to create 
safe transfer stations at shopping centres, taxi ranks, 
major intersections. These areas must have adequate 
access to lighting, possibilities of camera surveillance 
etc."

"Transit Oriented Development should be applicable 
even in rural areas and it would be ideal for the 
government to invest in non-motorized transport 
infrastructure which is safe for everyone's use."

"PRASA land needs to be assessed and where feasible 
developed for human settlements and other mixed 
use to prevent land grabbing and provide housing in 
Metro areas."

GOVERNANCE
"Municipalities must get their transport plans up 
to date and see that they can offer safer and more 
effective transport to everyone."

"Integrate transport and land use planning. Menlyn 
Mall, Rosebank Mall, Sandton City were all developed 
more than 30 years ago, yet have no taxi ranks! 
Engineers are still allowed to dominate the use of 
money in IDPs. Planners should be promoted to 
the job of Municipal Manager to ensure that plans 
and budgets are implemented as part of integrated 
development."

"Government Ministers need to be held accountable 
and do their jobs. Corruption must be rooted out and 
ethical, responsible Ministers placed in positions of 
trust."

"I think the municipality plays a role. We as planners 
and developers would like to plan nice transport 
depots etc., but due to restrictions etc., from Council 
it makes it difficult."

"Maintenance of road infrastructure. Law 
enforcement for traffic. These laws already cover 
driving rules - rules of the road and roadworthiness 
of all existing transport systems - bump up the 
enforcements. Zero tolerance to nonsense."

"This is more an operational issue in Cape Town now- 
however supporting safe and scheduled modes on 
well used routes is important. Getting the trains back 
will help."
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Women and youth represent the most vulnerable groups on the continent — a 
vulnerability that was prevalent prior to the pandemic. In South Africa, 75% of 
women have been without work for more than a year (M&G Article – April 2021). In 
your opinion how was the Planning industry affected and how will this affect those 
completing academic qualifications?

The majority of comments could be grouped into the following three categories:

Negative impact on the already unstable 
planning profession

"The planning industry is affected as a whole. We as 
planners do not have work security as anybody can 
lodge land use applications. With the economic down 
turn a lot of private firms closed down or down-scaled 
leaving qualified planners without jobs. There are also 
limited vacancies in our profession. It took me 8 months 
to find a job when I've started working."

"The planning industry has been decimated by the 
lack of job reservation by the professional bodies. 
The previous amendments which address this are not 
effective enough as the work will still stay with a select 
few white male dominated non-planning professionals. 
This will see a decline in the interest of young planner 
wanting to get into the industry owing to the low rate 
which new planners get paid and how long they need 
to get paid the low rate because other non-planning 
professionals are allowed to undercut the market. Larger 
firms will no longer be willing to train up planners if they 
can pay lawyers to do rezonings. Land surveyors to do 
subdivisions, draughtsmen to submit ROR's. It is a great 
industry for the few hundred employed in public sector 
but a nightmare of an industry for those who are not."

Impact on students and entry-level planners

"More competition out there and candidates 
might have to consider alternative careers."

"The impact of the pandemic has seen a rise in business 
closure, retrenchments and a reduction of monthly 
income. In a patriarchal society, it is more likely that a 
woman will be retrenched, so that the man can still have 
income to keep his family. It will take a long time and 
economic growth for positions to open up in existing 
businesses. This means that persons who have lost their 
jobs or are now finishing with their studies, will not be 
able to find employment in existing firms/ businesses. 
Their only option will be to start a business or to find 
work in an other sector of the economy.

"Lack of opportunities for in-service training to acquire 
relevant experience."

"There is no hope for the Planning industry as it is rapidly 
becoming saturated. For those completing planning 
academic qualifications, it is best for them to pursue 
working in academia."

"Public sector planners have been less impacted. Trainee 
and scholars have been negatively impacted."

The impact on women in the Planning Profession

"No economic growth very often result in no new land development, since developers generally hold back on 
investment. Local service delivery on municipal level is extremely concerning. The after effects of the "pandemic" has 

not fully materialized. Women will continue to be vulnerably with an ever pressing reality of taking care of the day to day 
needs of their families and children. Women completing their academic studies may be confronted with many uncertainties 
in joining the workforce, hoping to find a permanent job, but due to tough economic times may find that job opportunities 
will decrease."

"Working virtually benefits women in planning, as they are able to balance work / home / children better, and are not so 
exposed doing site work / traveling / surveying, etc."

"Some women have lost their jobs due to downsizing in companies, whereas young females may have to drop out of studies 
due to the lack of funds from a parental role player."

"During the pandemic, schools were closed and to enable fathers to earn an income, mothers had to stay at home. This 
impacts greatly on the ability to not only complete qualifications but to go on with normal life in general."

1

3

2
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During times of crisis women become the safety net in households. Many women 
are employed in domestic work and job losses in this sector during strict lockdown 
added greater unpaid workloads to women. How can Planners assist in closing this 
unemployment gap?

A wide variety of responses were received, below is a sample:

Damaris Seleina Parsitau
2017 Echidna Global Scholar - The Brookings Institution Research Associate and Fellow (2018-2019) - Harvard University 

Founder - Let Maasai Girls Learn

“While COVID-19 has and continues to have devastating impacts on every sphere of life across 
communities around the globe, women and girls have been particularly affected. Indeed, in Africa, 

women and girls have largely borne the brunt of the pandemic, as the virus has exacerbated already-
existing gender inequalities, laying bare serious fault lines in safety, physical and mental health, 

education, domestic responsibilities, and employment opportunities. Though death rates from COVID-19 
in Africa have been surprisingly low, the virus has massively disrupted women’s lives as decades of 

progress towards women’s rights and gender equality in Africa has begun to unravel. At the same time, 
African women and girls play critical roles in responding to COVID-19, including as frontline health 

care workers, caregivers at home and at work, and as mobilizers in their communities. Given both their 
vulnerability and frontline roles during the pandemic, women must be at the center of the COVID-19 

recovery and reconstruction”.

"Enabling legal homebased work. Possibly skills 
development for women to find better employment or 
start businesses."

"They cannot , it is not their job."

"Promote integrated development. Employment 
opportunities near places of residence. Better 
education and entrepreneurial development. Skills 
development opportunities for women."

"Planning must allow for economic growth, provision 
of educational facilities and the opportunity for 
women to become business owners. Although women 
may have been employed in domestic work, they 
are resilient and can possibly also sew, knit, bake, 
cook, craft, paint etc. Planners should strive to create 
opportunities (such as informal trade areas/ open 
air markets), which will allow for women to sell their 
goods and obtain income for their families."

"Better public transport and social housing 
opportunities close to work opportunities, will allow 
for domestic workers to convince employers that 
they live hygienically and can reach the work place in 
safety."

"By encouraging mixed land use developments and 
zoning and land uses within buildings to allow women 
to form informal and formal enterprises."

"Create spaces and places that are conducive for work 
in this pandemic. Start to really think about, and 
implement the pandemic city living. I realize there are 
talks about the post-pandemic city at the moment, 
which is a great thing to plan ahead, but we should 
not act as though the pandemic does not exist. Nor 
do we know when it will end. Let us also plan for the 
current city, the pandemic city."

"The private sector should be allowed to create new 
job opportunities without all the restrictions laid 
down by government to ensure economic growth. 
Planners and their professional bodies should drive 
processes to speed up development approvals and 
hold noneffective government bodies and officials to 
account."

"Local economic development programs should seek 
to unlock the potential of domestic workers in other 
fields of employment, focusing on the local needs of 
communities."
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CONNECT

contact us

Website:   http://www.sacplan.org.za/

Office:   +27 11 318-0460/0437

The Chief Executive Officer/Registrar - Martin Lewis: planner@sacplan.co.za

Registration Queries: planner@sacplan.co.za 

Invoice Queries: accounts@sacplan.co.za 

Statement Queries: accounts@sacplan.co.za 

General Queries: planner@sacplan.co.za

SACPLAN CONTACT INFORMATION

Head Office:
International Business Gateway Park, Cnr New Road & 6th Road, 
Midridge Office Park-1st Floor, Block G, South Africa

GPS Coordinates:
S 25° 58’ 34.0”
E 028° 07’ 15.2”

Fax:   +27 11 318-0405

Postal Address:   P.O. Box 1084, Halfway House, Midrand,1685, South Africa

LinkedIn:   https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3851414/

Twitter:   https://twitter.com/SACPLAN1

Facebook:   https://web.facebook.com/SACPLAN?_rdc=1&_rdr
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